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***This paranormal romance novel is over 56,300 words in length. In addition, it also contains a

sneak peek of Moonlight Kin 2: Aidan&apos;s Mate. Book has been re-edited and proofed as of July

23, 2014.** Reluctant werewolf hunter, Madie Valois doesn&apos;t believe in werewolves, until she

finds true love in the arms of Damon Laroche, the Alpha who&apos;s been sent to kill her. Madie

Valois wants nothing more than to live a normal life, but that won&apos;t happen if her father has

his way. He&apos;s determined to make Madie take over the family "werewolf hunting" business.

How do you hunt something that doesn&apos;t exist? Damon Lorache has been ordered to kill the

next Hunter. As Alpha, he&apos;s more than happy to get the chance to avenge his brother&apos;s

death. Damon will do whatever it takes to uncover his brother&apos;s murderer, even if that means

seducing the enemy. (MOONLIGHT KIN 2: AIDAN&apos;S MATE, MOONLIGHT KIN 3: NIC,

MOONLIGHT KIN 4: TRISTAN) ***WARNING: This title contains some strong language, lots of

angsty gothic melodrama, myth, and sensual love scenes. Might offend some readers.*** *ABOUT

THE AUTHOR* Jordan Summers is a New York published author with thirty-two books to her credit.

She has sold over 155,000 ebooks and is a member of the Horror Writer&apos;s Association,

International Thriller Writers Inc., and Novelist Inc. You can find out more about her work at

jordansummers.com/contact.
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I've read other books by Jordan Summers and have enjoyed them as all, so when this one came up

& I read the blurb for it I thought this is worth a try.... I was not disappointed at all, it has a good story

line differing enough from the "norm" to make them (the characters)interesting. I am looking forward

to the next in the series Aidan's Mate, I am hoping he (Aidan)gets to eat a bit of humble pie after his

verbal attack on Damon his cousin in this book.(Damon supposedly mated a human, bad form

apparently HA!)Anyway if you are looking for something that is easy on the read but interesting, not

too heavy on the romance or sex scenes but over all just a good read.

Jordan Summers is becoming one of my favorite authors to read!I won't go into details of the story

or who's who, you can get that from the description above. I will say there was good tension with

characters and the love scenes. The only complaint I had was there were some typo's which pulled

me from the story but I was able get back into the story pretty quickly!I can honestly say I would

probably read this book again even with the typo's! If you have read any other books by Jordan I

believe you will like this book. I can't wait until the next book!!

Enjoyed this book this was first in this series. I have read other series from Jordan Summers they

were not about were wolves but aliens from outer space. I loved one liners in this book they made

me laugh out loud. This book starts out with action plus with humor, romance and mystery. I

honestly couldn't put the book down. I ready to the next book in this series.

I really enjoyed this story. Although I did pick up on the twist before the reveal, it wasn't too early to

spoil the suspense. I felt a connection with the H & h. Their relationship had all the right elements.

Would certainly read the rest of the series.

Jordan Summer's is a new author for me. I liked the cover of this book and when i read the synopsis

i got it. I am so glad i picked this book up .I was hooked from page one and before i got halfway

through i one-clicked the other two books. If you enjoy paranormal stories do not pass this up . you

have the hot alpha males,their don't know they are mates women and interesting story line.This

book is a little different from other shifter stories i have read when it comes to mating but i really



enjoyed it .

For the most part I enjoyed reading this book. It had a HEA ending, suspense, romance with smex,

H who was totally in love with h and likable MC characters. The only two things I would change is

that it dragged in parts and the H did something I would prefer he not do. H is a werewolf. When he

was in wolf form he urinated outside h's apartment to mark her as his territory. I understand that he

is a wolf but he was aware of his behavior and I found that a little distasteful.

You sneaky wolf! Planning and plotting to kill the new hunter but finds another way to break the

curse....a mutually beneficial way.The chick is sweet and shy. The wolf is clearly the smooth talking

kind. So smooth he has to rub his scent on her and all that wolfy business.I liked the twist at the

end. Didn't see that coming.It a great read and re-read.

A Wolf's Tale recounts the interaction between The Moonlight Kin and The Hunter. Damon Laroche

is Alpha of his pack with orders to kill the newest chosen Hunter, Madeleine Valois. His initial scan

of her reveals no interaction or hint of a werewolf kill. Damon's instant attraction to Madie sets him

on a path to investigate and gather more information. When instead of her death at his hands,

Damon embarks on Madie's seduction, their fate is sealed. Against all odds, he's found his

bond-mate.In addition to kill orders from the Lycan council, the couple must also deal with Madie's

father Gaston Valois, and a mysterious killer.Ms. Summers has created a very entertaining and

erotic look at werewolves amongst us you won't forget.
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